Another reason for the discrepancy consists in the present book accounting only for generating stations controlled by the People's Commissariat for Ways and Communications, other generating plants not being included. In contradistinction to this, "The Summary of the Fulfillment of the First Five-Year Plan" comprises tentative data for all other stations as well.

B. The column "all regional stations" and "Central Power Board stations" includes a number of factory and local electric stations transferred to the system of the said organisation in course of the First Five-Year Plan Period. To facilitate comparison with the First Five-Year Plan figures, these stations have been excluded from returns covering district stations.

Besides, the present book shows the capacity and output of district stations (according to individual stations controlled by the Central Power Board) without incorporating them into the stations immediately subordinate to the Central Power Board in 1932.

C. Besides the Central Power Board's stations, the following generating plants of district importance have been included under the heading of "All district stations": those of the Azneft and Grozneft Petroleum trusts and of Magnitogorsk and Kuznetsk Metallurgical plants as well as the district heating and power plant of the Berezniaki chemical combine.
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